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in order to grow,
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express

your-
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World Traveler To Speak at Chapel Nov. 23rd
Eliot's “The Family
Reunion’ is Presented
by Sophomores
Fhe

‘Family > Re:

will have its Emerson

pre-

Role at Meeting
Several

Emerson

alumnae

and

miere tonight at 8:15. A performance will also be given in convocation
November 18. The convocation performance is open only to Emerson
students and members of the staff
and faculty.
The play, presented by the Sophomore Bandbox Theatre group, is un-

faculty members will participate in
the convention of the New England
Speech Association to be held November 26 and 27 at the Hotel
Statler. Students, too, are urged to
attend the meetings. The registration

der

The Genera! Session, which will
meet at 8:15 p.m. Friday, will con-

the

Cohn.

direction

of

Mr.

Albert

Clifford Reeves and Norman

Ferdinand are doublecast in the role
of Harry, Lord Monchensey.. Mildred
Potter and Judith Bean will play
Agatha;
Sylvia
Beers
and
Sally

enough

fee is only $1.00.

for

direction of Miss Magdalene Kramer
of Columbia University.

Saturday at 9:00 a.m., Mr. George

cast in the role of Mary are Patricia
Young and Constance LaTorre.
Frank Skirball is stage manager

E. Brooks, an alumnus who is now
teaching at Springfield College, will

Emerson

have

of

on

Red

given in arena style. He will be assisted by Marina Johnson.
Other

members of the production staff are
technical

manager, * J.

Randolph

Campbell; make-up, William Lynch
“and Leo Nickole; and costume assistant, Anthony Grassia.
Eliot, considered by many as the
foremost poet and literary critic of
our time, has mingled modern and
ancient Greek themes and techniques
in his dramatic pattern. He has created a chorus out of several of the
active participants and has also used

the

device

of

spoken

thoughts.

A

difficulty in the play lies in his introduction of the mythical Eumenides,
the avenging furies, into a modern
drawing room; they have little significance for the contemporary theatre-goer. Although the leading character Harry, is haunted by them and
twice comes face to face with them,
they will not be visible to the audience.

Founders
November

Day

Is

30

The Founder’s Day ceremony on
November 30 will celebrate Emerson’s 69th birthday. The observance
will begin at 4:30 p.m. in order that
many of the alumnae may attend.
Following the academic procession
of the faculty and trustees, speeches
will be given by Mr. Kenney, Mrs.
Southwick, and Dr. Green, the principal speaker.
That evening a dinner and a special performance
of “The Merry

Wives of Windsor” will be given for
faculty and staff members and the
alumnae.
Students
are
invited
to bring
friends and prospective students to
the ceremony, one of the most im-

portant

that the college observes.

Kappa Gamma Chi
Announces Change
ter

A change in plans for next semeshas been announced by Kappa

Gamma

Chi.

Because

Alpha

Pi

Theta is also planning to give a minstrel show, Kappa will, instead, present another type of production. Two
musicals are now under consideration.

charge

of the section meeting

“Effective

Speaking.”

At

Methods

In

the

time

same

Public

Mrs.

ol
le
ge

be

Miss

June
Hamblin
Mitchell,
Emerson
alumnae and faculty member, will
speak on “The Viewpoint Of The
Director” in the section meeting on
“Judging The High School iy.
Mr.
Joseph
E. Connor
is the
chairman of the section on “Mechanical Ands
In Vhe.. leaching.
OF

Speech”

which meets at 10:30 a.m.

At this meeting Mr. John Zorn, Emerson alumnus and teacher, will speak
on “Audio-visual Aids At The High

Representative

Fund

School Level” and Mr. Samuel D.
Robbins will discuss “Demonstration
Of

Techniques

In Clinical

Of Speech Therapy.”

Practice

In charge of publicity for the convention is Mr. Charles W. Dudley,
Jr. and on the program committee
is Mr. Albert R. Thayer, an alum-

nus.

It is important for Emerson speech
students and teachers to know what
is happening in other colleges in this
department.
This convention provides an excellent opportunity for
gathering this information, and it is

hoped

that

many

Emersonians

will

attend.

Pledges

Announced

By Sororities
After a round of rush parties, the
Emerson College sororities announced
their new pledges October 22 at the
Interclass Dance.
Kappa Gamma Chi has pledged
Rudith Litman and Joan Palmer.
Gloria Backe, Hilda Cohen, Sarah
Silverman,
Patricia Hilton,
Carol
Kessler, Beverly Bregger, Libby Ba-

rolsky, and Rose Esposito are pledged
to Sigma Delta Chi.
The following girls are prospective

members

of Phi Mu

Marciarose

Schleifer an

of the

Community

Drive

contributions

panying

“Red

Featherette”

After a
by several
cers, the
elections
Chosen
first year

Gamma:

Sally

Glaven, Mary Geddes, Nancy Beck,
Rosemary Cuniff, Charlotte Berry,
Roberta Brown, Eleanor Davis, Pat
Young,
Jane
Brigati,
Elizabeth
Hawes, Eloise Peterson, Rosemary
Reardon, and Mary Ishkanian.
Zeta Phi
Eta’s pledges are Peggy
Paulsen, Mary Frances Muir, Marilyn
Rees, Patricia Morton, Jane Van
Antwerp, Gloria Stanley, Dot Rozzi,
Helen Cullivan, Mildred Potter, and
Lila DiLeva.
:

that she was ineligible for the final
title because her home is in New
York.
Meanwhile the judges were working at the arduous task of primary
elimination.
‘The thousand entries

Bradford.

Marciarose left to attend

available

of the

the judging and was picked as one
of the nine finalists. Emerson College was news in the papers that
week in the person of our main contribution—Marciarose.
Marciarose is now a Red Featherette, that is, an official: representative
of the campaign. In that capacity,
she is now appearing at various rallies
and other affairs to solicit greatly
needed funds. She was particularly
impressed by one rally she attended.
It was at a factory where the workers were just one financial level

plans a career in radio.

above

Greens at Meeting

the

people

whom

the

Secretary’s minutes will be kept
by Joan
Brenner from
Scranton,

Editor

of

her

high

school paper, Joan is looking forward
to. a career in radio dramatics when
she leaves Emerson.
For the position of treasurer, Bill
Quinn was elected. A Navy veteran,
Bill comes from Coxsackie, N. Y.
Last year he attended Union College
but, like his fellow officers, came
here for radio.

Com-

munity Fund aids, and they contributed way over their quota each

On November 7, Dr. and Mrs.
Boylston Green attended a meeting
of the Emerson Club of Rhode Island at the home of Miss Adelaide
Patterson. Twenty-five alumnae attended the meeting and plans were
made to send a delegation to the
Founder’s Day ceremony.

year.
Emerson should take an example
from these people and go well over
the top in our 1948 drive.

As of November 8 we had obtained
93% of our goal. The administration
and staff have contributed 100% and
COMING
November

but

student

week of mild campaigning
of the candidates for offiFreshman class held their
on Thursday, October 28.
to head his class for the
was Stewart Tower, an

Pennsylvania.

EVENTS

16,

18—Bandbox

Theatre

production

30,

December

4—8:15

p.m.,

of

FAMILY

REUNION

by

T.

S.

Eliot
Theatre

December
WE
All

Turkey.

Dr.

Old

Testament

from

Hebrew

into

English for the new Catholic edition of the Bible. Father Stapleton
spoke at our chapel service last year.
In
addition
to
the
preceding
speakers, who have been assigned
definite dates, speakers at other services throughout this semester and
next will include: Rabbi Charles S.
Freedman, president of the Hillel
Foundation; Dr. Frederick May Elliot, president of the American Unitarian Association; the Right Reverend Norman B. Nash, Bishop of the

Massachusetts Diocese of the Protestant Episcopal Church; Dr. M.
Russell Boynton, of the First Church
(Congregational)
of Newton;
and

the Reverend

Johannas

A. C. Fag-

genger Auer, Litt.D., Parkman, Professor of Theology, Harvard Divinity

School;

and

tentatively,

Reverend John J. Murray,

the

Right

and Dean

Wilkard L. Speary of Harvard University.

The purpose of the chapel services
is to bring before the students of
Emerson
College
a representative
group of ministers, priests, and rabbis
to lead us in religious services. All
of the speakers that are brought to
Emerson are outstanding members
of their own groups and are well
known in their respective communities.

Debunks Maxim
Held for Students
Chicago, Il—(I. P.) Debunking
the idea that it is dangerous for students to have a direct means of ex-

pressing their opinion, William N.
Welsh, president of the National
Student Association, called for a reevaluation of the democracy of college student governments in a speech
before the American College Personnel Association.
He believes ‘“‘a practical education
in democratic self-government .. .
is in effect an insurance policy for

a nation that prides itself on the ca-

November

December

Istanbul,

United States, Italy, France, and has
been connected with St. John’s for
many years. He is widely known as
a translator of large portions of the

uate of Quincy High School, is a
radio major.
He was a sports announcer for an Army radio station
in Japan.
Art Ericksen was elected vicepresident and social chairman. Art,
a Marine veteran, comes from Franklin Square, Long Island and also

to one hundred and fifty. Finally
after much deliberation, seventy girls
were chosen and requested to appear
at the semifinal judgings at the Hotel

in

Ecclesiastical Seminary in Brighton.
Father Stapleton has studied in the

Army veteran. “Stu,” who is a grad-

and then

Theological

College

Stu Tower Frosh Prexy

title. A

rose Schleifer’s picture, not realizing

to five hundred

yet

15%

Andover

Dabney has studied at Bethany College, Andover Seminary, and Harvard University. He also holds honorary degrees from Colby College
and from Chicago University.
On December 7th, we will hear
Reverend Matthew P. Stapleton, Professor of Old Testament at St. John’s

body had made their contributions.
The drive closed yesterday.

Bostonian admirer submitted Marcia-

dwindled

is

approximately

Over a thousand Greater Boston
sirls sent their pictures to Community Fund Headquarters during the
past few weeks, each girl looking
toward the coveted “Red Feather
Girl” award, or at least the accom-

the

Mr.

the faculty had reached 98%. No
accurate account of the students’

Official

of

pro-

choir;

in
Featherette Award

C

will

music

of the

Girl Finalist

on

which

er
s

production,

Em

the

have the part of Amy;

j. Oberle,
leader

Giuseppe Merlino, Spanish professor;

and

Glaven

Grover

fessor and

be in the

D.D.,

School, will be the chapel speaker
on November 23rd. Dr. Dabney has
recently returned from a trip around
the world, during which he was the
Hyde lecturer at the Doshisha University in Kiato, Japan and at Robert

Mrs. Betty Hughes Morris, an Emerson graduate who teaches speech;
and Mrs. Lee Wheeler Benedict,
another former Emersonian, who now
teaches courses in the physical education department.

will

Dabney,

Five members
of the Emerson
faculty have recently received promotions from Instructors to Assistant Professors. Those receiving the
advancements are: Mr. Horace Reynolds of the English department;

Mr.

smoker until November 18, the date
of the first basketball game.

Vaughn

Dean

sports,

suggestion box

the

Reverend

Get Promotions

plans will then be formulated.
There is still time to suggest a
nickname for the Emerson athletes.

The

sider “Recent Trends In The Teaching Of Speech.” This is under the

candidates

Instructors

ve
s

S-<Bhots>

EC to Have Active

Five

Rev. Stapleton, Rabbi Freedman,
Dr. Elliot to be Future Speakers

ch
i

T:

union”

Special

At a date not yet determined, the
Student Government will award major letters to last year’s Baseball and
Basketball teams. Approximately fifteen letters in Baseball and twelve in
Basketball will be awarded.
Interest in organizing Swimming,
Hockey and Rifle teams has been
evidenced but at this time there are
no definite plans.
Dick Boardman
is in charge of organizing the Swimming team; all interested students
should contact him. As for Hockey
and the Rifle team, if there are

Ar

Opens Tonight at 8:15;
Performance Thursday

Rev. Dabney of Andover
Guest Speaker at School

Athletes to Get
Varsity Letters

production

10—Phi
14,
ROLL
dates

Alpha

16—8:15
ALONG
and

time

3,
of

Shakespeare’s
Tau

p.m.,
by

Christmas
Junior

Kaufman

listed

above

2:30

matinee

MERRY
Dance

in

Laboratory
and
are

on

WIVES

OF

December

3,

WINDSOR

Theatre.
Group

production

of

MERRILY

Hart
tentative

Senior

and

are

subject

to

change

pacity of its people
selves.”

Welsh

to govern them-

pointed out that too often

college administrations are afraid
the public criticism that arises
(Continued

on

page

4)

of
if

P<

VOLUME

BERKELEY

Founded
controlled

BEACON

STUDENT

February 1, 1947, as a bi-weekly newspaper of Emerson College, owned
by the student body.
Member
of the ‘‘Associated Collegiate Press.’
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Sc bana
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ae
ELLEN
ADES
LISA GOLDSTEIN
TOM FITZPATRICK

UA

eben

Allen

Eleanor

Davis;

Spotlight,

Belknap;
No

Ellen

Bill

Sports,

Strain

Here,

Goldberg;

Williams;

Howard

Calling

All

Radio,

Heinlen;

Brad

Beacon

Veterans,

Bill

Tiffany;

Banter,

Meet

Rita

the

Faculty,

Dorfman;

Student

Munroe.

REPORTERS
Fred

Jackson,

Bob

Skirball,

Art

Business

Manager

Advertising

Beatrice

Doyle,

Kershaw,

Brad

Coulouris,

Tiffany,

Perry

John

Struckell,

Gwendolyn

Gates,

UG oe aes

‘Barbara

growth

CARES?

But what good does it do when
student

won't

get in back

has a dif-

PARADE

Very often it is the rule for thera-

mentals, acting, public-speaking, interviewing, group and panel discussions, etc. is desirable as a founda-

Oakie in front of the Brown Derby.

tion for specialization.

pists to specialize in certain branches
of the field, such as speech training
for those handicapped in hearing;
cerebral palsy (spastics); or the diagnosis of voice and speech disorders
(for example: directing a clinic or
executing a speech correction program in a public school system).

ganized

a group

that

may

have

a

corner on all the school activities by

the end of the semester. For my
part I wish them luck, if only to stir
up apathetic upperclassmen
who
never have taken an interest in outside activities. Anyone who thinks
they can’t get into extra-curricular

activities because a few people like
run

to

himself.

is

everything

just

your

money’s

kidding

“Never was there so much

people make important national de-

cisions at the polls seemed just about

Strain

because

these

are so indefatigable.
social events are not

of

Emerson

Studying and
enough to ex-

haust them. As proof of this, look at
this list of sports:
swimming, yachting,

gardening,

etc.

siderate enough

hockey, riflery,
soccer, knitting,

Someone

was

con-

to put an alphabet-

ized list on the board to avoid confusion.
Personalities: Dick Hodkin, transfer student, who can make the ivories
of a piano giggle as he tickles them;
Lou Stoia, an undersized Falstaffian
fellow who always has a joke—es-

pecially at smokers; Al Murphy, a
promising
speech
therapist;
the
Touhy brothers (Al and Jack) who
like everybody but don’t look alike;
Phyllis Crowley, a diligent worker
for ERS; Naomi Lezberg, Emerson’s
version of Nancy Walker; joyous Jo

Ellman, secretary
Administration.
At

rived.

long

last,

our

to

the
year

and

past.

Well, we suggest that if you want
any of these things, you get together
and start fighting. Organize investigation committees, write petitions,
appoint delegations, strike—but do

something; don’t just sit around and
talk.

We’re willing to do our best to help
push

reforms

through

and

to make

Emerson a better school but we need
support.

elect
every
next
will
ities.

How

about it?

a President by popular majority
four years. Perhaps during the
term we will have changes that
revive these myths into actual:

Another “Great Myth,” that is perhaps not necessary to depose, is that
the intellegentsia in our schools and
colleges have very much to do with
running the government or take an

active part in politics. Instead we
have had a reverse trend of politicians and statesmen going into Education. As usual, quite a few educa-

tors and students allied themselves
with minority political parties that
payed closer
Perhaps their
my favorite
would like to
ing as being
“The
culture

cated

attention to principles.
inspiration came from
sage Emerson, but I
close with the followgenerally appropos.

greatest weakness of our
is that the so-called edu-

classes know

country of

Dean

of

books

ar-

The general feeling is one of,

which

so little of the
they

are

a

part.

This lack of roots helps to explain
the

usual

selfish

indifference

of our

University men to matters of political
and social responsibility.”
—A.B.

“We

Here
people

These

proposals that have come up in the

Em

to be done by so many.”
Going back to the elections, as
this column was written, there seemed
to be a general lack of enthusiasm and
an absence of any real issues between
the two parties, although Truman
was desperately trying to concoct
some at the last minute just the
way Dewey did four years ago. But
the “Great Myth” that the American

No

going?

After that she became quite a figure.
In Public Schools 152 and 193 and
Textile High in New York City, she
made her mark—adding to her collection of activities the editorship of

the Year Bock, president of the
Dramatic Society, president of the
senior class and, most important, val-

edictorian of her class. When she entered Emerson she continued to prove
herself with such things as House
Committee, Deans List, RC, and
advertising staff of the Yearbook.
It’s amazing and very difficult to
understand how one person can master so many thimgs.
In_ this. case
it is definitely not “Jack of all trades,

as dead as the myth that the people , master

By the time this edition of “The
Berkeley Beacon” has come out, the
elections will have become a dead
issue and the participants (except
for the victorious candidates) even
deader.
On the other hand, the
“Freshman
ciass elections have or-

injuries to the cerebral cortex); the
speech of the feeble-minded; voice

phases of speech, such as the funda-

of none.”

Name

a piece of

music—be it popular or classical—
and Helen can give you all the details. Mention something about history (which is her major) and she

can answer your questions.

When anyone in the dorm is ill,
Helen can be called upon to help.
She has a cure for every ill and is
very dependable. When you look and
talk to her, you know that you have
met a real lady. At the age of 21
she has proved that gracious living
is still a fine thing. Her manner, her
clothes, and her bearing all give evi-

C

HINT

the

spastic speech (neurological difficulties); dysphasic speech (caused by

She was born in the con-

got gypped.”

At

least there’s

the kindly face of Mr. Fisher on the

dedication page. To us, Mr. Fisher,
you are the epitome of Good.
Nonetheless, why can’t those books
come

out before

dence of this. We’re proud to claim

on

YOUR

process,

tions brought on by cleft-lip, cleftpalate and other organic anomalies;

Chaiken.

Student

er
s

Everyone

speech

va-

ventional place—Brooklyn Hospital.
Her only claim to fame, up to the
age of three was a kiss from Jack

a stronger

To
accomplish
anything united
action is necessary. “United we stand,
divided we fall” is old but it’s certainly true. And here at Emerson,
unfortunately, there’s just not much

ferent idea and we waste time arguing among ourselves about what to
do instead of planning and actually
doing something.

the

endless

Gov? Do you want a more effective

want

are just a few of the questions

what happens?

of

the

House Committee? Do you want the
cut system changed? Do you want
an honor system? Do you want an
infirmary? Do you want to know

you

where

gether in the smoker or cafeteria but
when it comes to doing something,

what

that

Your introduction this week is to
a very charming young lady—Helen

Do

of us and help us fight?

school spirit. Oh, we’re free with
our gripes when we're gabbing to-

To

realization

riety of speech deviations met by the
therapist necessitates this broad background if any degree of aid is to
be hoped for. This view seems justified if we consider the various defects and disorders of speech and
voice dealt with by the therapist:
lisping; stuttering (or stammering);
delayed speech; speech irregularities
caused by the various forms of deafness; foreign dialect; speech devia-

anatomic-physiological
aspect, and
the psycho-social basis of speech.
Training
in the
non-pathological

ol
le
ge

body

therapist?

her as an Emersonian.
Another great love that Helen indulges in is the theatre—but—she
is one of the very small minority of

students

that

doesn’t

want

to act.

Believe it or not, she intends going
to law school after graduating in
January.
Besides music, for relaxation, Helen

is an avid

sports

fan.

Tennis

and

horseback riding take precedence over
the others, but driving around town
in an automobile gives Helen a great
deal of pleasure.
She even managed to get to a World’s Series game
this year.
Helen is going to leave Emerson
this January and I’m sure I’m voic-

ing the opinion of many when I say
we all wish the best of luck to a
marvelous

girl.

cae

the seniors leave—

it’s their book. Walter

Stelk prom-

ises to do his best in this aspect, but
they’ve had to boost the advertising
rates.

The Press Club wants members to
work on “The Berkeley Beacon.”
Previously, it was stated that this
organization promised to be the largest in school; it hasn’t lived up to

that standard because of lack of interest. Let’s put some of that energy
mentioned at the beginning to use
for a bigger and better “B-B.” Watch
the boards for meeting dates.
A Young
Lochinvar to Joanne
Sanderson for her recital of “Columbine.’ And a Baby Lochinvar to
George Burgess for an interesting
lecture on the Elizabethan stage in
Major Plays class.
—Skip

It is the aim

of the speech thera-

pist to initiate or develop speech in
the individual commensurate with his
age, intelligence and social status.
Many refer to the aim briefly as “the
achievement of social adequacy.”

Usually, deviations of speech are
predominantly of a functional (psychological)
nature or an organic
(neuro-anatomic-physiological)
nature. Thus, it is necessary that the
speech therapist have a knowledge
of anatomy, phsiology, educational
and (especially) abnormal psychology. In addition to the non-pathological aspects of speech mentioned
above, it is desirable that the therapist expand his academic background
by taking courses in foreign languages, statistics and testing, remedialreading, physics of voice, sociology,
phonetics, physical and mental hygiene, the voice and speech sciences,
hearing conservation, ete.

ch
i

etc.
the

such of

duties

Ar

We could yell about many issues,
complain about all sorts of conditions: health, finances, administration, dormitory, library, etc., etc.,

asked

the

The speech therapist is concerned
with defects or disorders of speech,
voice, and language. Adequate comprehension of these deviations demands a thorcugh knowledge of the

Sheehan

EDITORIAL
WHO

speech

been

are

tion in this field?

Hammond

Roger

Manager

has

What

sirable? Are there areas of specializa-

Franc

Massey

Dae Oe

a

as:

types of persons does the speech
therapist administer aid? What kind
of positions are assumed after’ receiving
adequate
preparation
in
speech correction? What educational
qualifications are necessary or de-

COLUMNISTS
Drama,

writer

questions

STAFF

leo woes ae eesh oe

clic

Speech Therapy

SPOTLIGHT

ve
s

THE

Comics
Educator
Columbia,
can educators
a tip from
comic books,

Important
States
Mo.—(I. P.)—Amerimight do well to take
the currently popular
according to Dr. Doro-

thy Farthing, assistant professor of
education at the University of Missouri.
Dr. Farthing observes that “Comic
books are so much a part of the
reading diet of young Americans
that it is foolish to rail at them or to

ignore

them

with

amused

disdain.”

Rather than allow comic books to
remain as mere sources of irritation,
Dr. Farthing encourages American
teachers to seek the reason for their
appeal and to discover hints for vitalizing classroom instruction.

if these qualifications seem extreme, it is only because of the lack

Beacon

Banter

Everyone who has been around
Emerson for any length of time has
doubtless acknowledged the fact that
many improvements and innovations
came, not through the administration, but
as a ‘direct result «of

the efforts of students. The many
clubs and activities now cropping
up are indications that the same
initiative which made realities of
such ideas as a newspaper, cheerleading squad, basketball and_ baseball teams is in evidence to an even
greater extent. This is merely the
beginning. Perhaps some of the plans
and ideas lurking in casual conversations can be converted into live activities. “From each according to his
abilities to each according to his

needs.”
We're

still uncovering

Emersonian

accomplishments of last summer. For
instance, Dot Rozzi was awarded a
scholarship in costuming in the opera department of the Berkshire Music Festival at Tanglewood—no small
achievement.

THE ONCE OVER...

TWICE!

“WHAT THIS SCHOOL NEEDS
IS ...!? How many times have you
said that to yourself? If you haven't,
maybe it’s because you’re new here
or because you don’t especially care
about what is done with your tuition.
Of course, even if everything was

running neatly, there would still be
lots of griping.

The only time

that

a gripe is any good is when people
get together behind it and do some-

deviations (quality, pitch, intensity);
lack of voice; etc.

Many workers in the field teach in
schools

at the various

levels, includ-

ing the training of future therapists;
others perform research projects in
laboratories and clinics; clinical positions are held by many in hospital
and community centers; others devote time to the publication of writings concerning the speech correction
field.

The American

Speech

Correction

Association is the official organization of speech therapy workers. There
are four levels of membership representing varying degrees of educational background, achievement and ex-

perience.

We

will discuss the Asso-

ciation more fully in
Emerson is one of a
of colleges offering a
ber of the major and
necessary to achieve

a later issue.
small company
sufficient numallied courses
the status dis-

cussed above.
If you haven’t heard Art Kershaw’s
remark made during the World’s Se-

ries, this is your last chance. When
answering roll call in American For-

eign Policy class, Mr. K. is quoted as
saying, “I’m here but I have to leave
soon. My grandmother died and she’s
being buried at Braves’ Field this
afternoon.”
For those of us who have no special field of endeavor, there should
be consolation in the knowledge that
we can be enlightened by our colleagues. Dick Ness can tell you about

Sartre’s philosophy of Existentialism.
Bill Burkhardt knows all
cycle riding as a hobby.

originator of the Red

about biHe’s the

Ribbon

Cen-

tury Club and hopes to organize
Emersonians
for
bike trips
next
spring. Jack Touhy has demonstrated
his new four-way corsage before a
florists convention.
Parting thought from R.W.E., “We

must be courteous to a man

as we

are to a picture, which we are willing
to give the advantage of a good

light.”
—SUSIE
questioned. All sincere opinions will
be presented. We don’t want any
half-baked ideas. We don’t want any
smooth, issue-evading statements; we

want the unvarnished truth.
This is YOUR column. It is designed to help YOU help your college. ‘Take an active interest in your
college.
Forget about yourself for
a while and think of this place as a
unit.
Let’s get all the legitimate
complaints and problems out in the

open.

A_

problem

solved

behind

thing.

closed doors is no good.

Whats where the “Once Over. . .
Twice!” comes in. The aim of this
column is to take up important college problems and get something

What is your opinion of Emerson’s lack of health facilities? Put
your opinion in box 118. The best

done about them. Teachers, students,
and staff members are all going to be

next issue.

and

most

sincere will appear

in the

—P.M.

Literary Section
and

lead

type

escape into the corridor.

tried to

The rhyth-

mic clicks of the presses raced toward
my ears; and the light entering my
eyes from the rows of windows at
the end of the room was diffused and
broken by the cyclic rising of the
ink rollers.

Only when I walked into the middle of the room and the voice of steel
blended with human sounds did I
realize that life was present. I made
my way to his “office” at the end of
the room. This office was merely a
desk encircled by cases of type. It
was his sanctuary.
The lucite nameplate on the desk
read, “Mr. Jack Pennino, Dean,” but
the chair behind it was empty.
I
waited for a few moments, then began my search. My first thought was
always the boiler room; this was the
“inner-sanctum” of the male faculty
members. Here the gravest decisions
would
originate,
cut
their
way
through dense cigarette smoke and
seek out the principal’s desk.
I poked my head into the room
and inquired, “Is Mr. Pennino here?”
Someone answered, “He just left with
Mr. Greenlees, they've gone out to
the stadium to check on the lighting
for the night games.” I decided to
return to his office and wait.

On

his

desk

molds which

were

looked

several

center

of

caught sight of these words:

by EvetyN
Far

flung

amidst

water

Up

sky

A

Flaunts

A clerky,

nine

asked,

“Where

femiis

Mr.

Pennino? He has a telephone call.”
Just then he appeared in the door-

stars

that

taking

her age

men

too

make brain grasp more than brain
could think! Could I weave into
immortal denseness some small brede
of words, pluck out of sunken depths

The smell of apple blossoms, of
violets,
Of the balsum, of the cedar,
The taste of cool spring water, of
Checkerberries, of dulse, of beech
nuts,

the roots of living, some hundred
thousand magic words that were as
great as all my hunger, and hurl the

He rushed by me hurriedly, “Sit
down John, I want to talk to you.”
He reached for the telephone, “Yes,

sum of all my living out upon three
hundred pages — then death could
take my life for I had lived it ere

Bald brook boulders,
These things will always

this is Pennine.

he took it: I had slain hunger, beaten
death!” — Thomas Wolfe

can I do for

a

Drifting back into my reverie, I
remembered when he first became
dean and was offered a_ spacious
office, how he refused and had his
“boys” carry his desk down to the

print shop.
said,

“I

I remembered

cannot

do

their

when he
souls

any

good if ’'m shut up in an office.” I
remembered the athletic banquet at
which the mayor proclaimed him
the town’s outstanding citizen.
I
thought about all the good this man
had done.
The receiver clicked on the holder.
“Now John, this is what I want to
see you about.”
A young voice begged for recognition, “Mr. Pennino, is it OK to start
running off these tickets for commencement?”
“Let: me ‘check. them first, son.
Mmm—12-point type—spacing correct—frame tight—it looks all right
to me—run off 5000.”
:
“Mr. ‘Pennimo, > a voice cries out
from
the workshop, “How
many
inches apart should the ribs on my
canoe be?”
“Approximately fifteen.”
“Mr. Pennino, are you going
twist the iron for my lamp?”

to

Em

VOU

What

er
s

way and I took the liberty of informing the. voice that he would be
there momentarily.

The feel of cool black earth, of
brook
Sand, of blue clay, of mossy wigs

Poet, how well you have expressed

in magic words that hunger that I
have felt gnawing within me. It has
been a hunger grown more gaunt because it may never. banquet on three
hundred pages. It has been a hunger
forced to feed on crumbs written on
notebook paper, crumbs whose destiny has been to be filed away and

forgotten. Yet, there must have been
times when the crumbs have satisfied

the

hunger.

But

even

here

to say, not what I have said.
I tried to say that we should love,
and be loved if we could, but that
we should love anyway. To love any-

way what that takes from the human
spirit! Poet, you must have known
that, to have ridden the horses of
“Death, Loneliness, and Sleep.”
I tried to say that we should feel

Paul’s Delicatessen
159 Mass.
“Home

“John,

of Fine Foods”

Try our special student suppers
come

into

the

workshop

with me. I would like to work on Mrs.
Mennies chair. Now this is what I
want to see you about. Is everything

be

65c

the

same.
I tried to say that I had found
a woman’s face that was like candlelight and prayer. A face that did

for me by its eyes and its smile, by
its lights

and

its shadows

what

the

sound of taps did for me on a frosty
night. The woman’s face, the sound
of taps—two occasions where I have
not had to search myself too deeply
to find a frail dignity that reminded
me that it is God’s intention for man
to be immortal.
_ Stay, poet, stay! I did not see this

woman’s face as she held her child.
I did not see this woman’s face
through my own love-clouded eyes.
I saw this woman’s face when a voice
in the crowd became vulgar. I saw
her face when it was a stage on which
her natural modesty vied with the
smile that modern society requires
to prove that everything is all right.
Tell me, poet, from your place
somewhere out in the long, black
night, have I slain hunger, beaten
death, though I have not known
glory I have at least felt it?

Ave., Boston

“Tll do it just as soon as I possibly can.”

I

believe it has been what I have tried

on

| Our Advertisers
Mout Your
Patronage

“Yep!

still

live

in

Pawtucket.

But not with my father and

mother. I’m married now, Bud, and
-I have a sweet, bouncing baby boy,
nine months old.”

ette

“And your wife’s name?”
“Mary.
She’s from Washington,

smoke

D. C. Our families have known each

drifted upward.
It curled like her
hair.
The music faded away. The smoke

other for years.”
Then he asked in a voice of warm,

thickened. She was gone. SHE WAS
GONE. It was over . . . forever.

think you'll be happy at Emerson,
Tom?” (He knows the pent-up, emotional conflicts going on inside of me.
He knows me well.)
I answered him slowly, with gritted
teeth, “I believe I'll find myself and
what I want at Emerson.” In my

and

then

hers.

The

IN THE

Tuomas

SHADES

HeErmiz

It was morning, a cool, dewy sort
of morning—you know the kind I
mean—with shafts of sun-haze breaking through the clouds and spotting
your
backyard
with warm _ light,
swarming, playful sparrows twitter-

ing

noisily

in the

tree whose

lean

boughs droop near your bedroom
window, and morning glories yawning quietly in their multi-colored
beauty; the kind of morning when
your feet sink in spongy grass as you
run off to work or school; that kind

as

Tightly,

say more
Could I

She did

you

“No kiddin’,” he said, beaming
happily; “What’s his name?”
“Gary Robert, after you.”

by

of morning when you look about and
see all this living beauty and quiet
warmth, you are refreshed quickly
into a bouncing wakefulness, and
you are made happy and grateful,
and you are also made to wonder
how all this happens.
It was on a morning such as this,
as I was leaving for school, that I
thought of Buddy. Buddy? He was

old perfume,

on

by STEWART W. Mayne
“Could I make tongue
than tongue could utter!

and

Easter Sunday, the Hartz Mountain
Rollers, the great frogs in the
Summer-time, the wind in the
night
That causes the arms of trees and
the
Arms of lovers to entwine more

“SOME SMALL BREDE
OF WORDS”

She said nothing.

“Do
dom?”

nothing. Just sat there . . . nothing
more.
She didn’t have to do anything.
The music was soft; the lights were
low. It was heaven. He lit his cigar-

RETREAT

though

on

system.

rippling

These things will never change.
The sight of the maple leaves in
Autumn, the evergreens in winter
the
Waterfalls in spring, the mountains
In summer,
The sound of the children’s choir

find;
A heart took wing and soared to
die.

nearby, a pen waiting for a skilled
hand,
ae
I began to think about the magnainter-comm

the

as

immortal

She
Recedes
She

heart that saw sweet Heaven’s

touch
On all the longing eye did clutch,
And sheltered in the hungry mind
The beauties that pure love would

green

nimity of this man; however, my reverie was soon interrupted by the

across

Beaches taking away the Earth as

With all ecstasy the eye did meet,
And came to rest in tender sleep
Beneath the clouds in silence deep,
A soul took wing and soared to be.

large

Moon’s

they
Live with God, understanding He
lets
Them flirt and wink at Earth all
night
Long,
The timeless Sea, the pounding,
Surging temptress that roars in on
the

A heart took wing and soared to die.
Soared beyond the realm of time,
Beyond the mist and earthly clime;
A heart took wing and soared to
die.

When the heart did then fill complete

the

the

Her form... beautiful.

in the blue sky closet by the

The

LIFE

sea and

of

naive
Sun undressing as She prepares
to
go to Sleep,

SpREEN
the

train

She weds the Summer Night,
The pink and feathery white clouds
hung

“There

DEATH’S

golden

Shimmering

credit.”

LIFE’S DEATH,

the eyes.

trousséau

is no limit to the good a man can
do if he does not care who gets the

blotter, a diploma lay, half engraved;

voice

The

iron

to now?” J thought.
Upon closer
examination I discovered that he was
melting silver bars and making rings.

tee.

I

can do a good job. Oh! before I forget, Mrs. Pennino would like to
have you come to the house for
dinner Sunday.”
I thanked him for the invitation
and retreated from the room. Just
as I was closing the door, my eyes

smile was like

She sat there. Just sat there, a symphony of beauty heard only with

I tried to say that “some things
will never change. Some things will
always be the same.”

like settings for

rings and brooches. “What is he up

dn)

beautiful piece of furniture—hope

TirrFANY

ve
s

ink

Her

now.”

“That’s right,” I said.

ch
i

printer’s

at the skill with which he proceeded
to shape a new leg for the chair.
“It’s a shame about this chair—

sat there.

two

Ar

As I opened the door, the smell of

DREAM
Braprorp

champagne.

hear the music of their voices as they
run to meet us. Poet, you heard “the
delicate web of children’s voices in
the bright air—”

ments had been made and marvelled

Grorce

She

laughter of their eyes; that we should

Saturday?”

I assured him that all the arrange-

G. STRUCKELL

by

ol
le
ge

by JoHNn

ready for the game

DEAN

C

THE

PIPE

the tug of a child’s small hands
about our necks; that we should feel
their soft cheeks against our own;
that we should see the inaudible

only eighteen when I met him. He’s
dead now. Died when he was eighteen. It happened in Germany about
three years ago.
I was riding on the train that
morning to school and I was sitting
comfortably in my seat, smoking; my
arm rested on the sill of the big
window,
my
mind
listening with
great and quiet attentiveness to the
chugging train and the heavy, rolling wheels which pounded a dull

but familiar charivari on the shiny
rails.

I remembered the cold, crowd-

ed freight cars in France and I kept
thinking of Buddy.

I turned and looked out the window.
I took
cigarette and

a

deep drag on my
exhaled the smoke

sympathetic understanding, “Do you

mind

I had

vowed

that no matter

how slow, difficult or dissillusioning
Emerson may be, I would adjust
myself to its conditions. I had come
to terms with myself and there was
no turning away now.

The train blew heavy, resounding
screams of its approach.
not far!

peared.

Boston was

. the smoke lifted and disapTurning, I heard the voice

of the conductor calling heavily and
dryly:
“Next stop, Back Bay Station, Back
Bay!”
I looked out the window again
and Bud was no longer there. Instead, I saw rows of grimy, black-red
buildings;
and,
stubble-faced and
hungry, a poor man straggling along
the paper-strewn streets. Instead of
seeing the image of a great and
honest friend, I saw new, stately,

windowed

monoliths that rose sheer

and
haughty
above
those
lowly,
rickety nonentities, and below, walking briskly, with brief-case in hand,

full faced and pot bellied, the Progressive Rich Man.
‘The train jerked to a stop. I got
out, climbed the stairs, and walked

out into the street.

As I hurried to school, I could
hear faintly above the din of honking
cars and voices of passing people, the
distant, night-time thrumming of a
banjo and Buddy asking softly: “Do

you

think yowll

be happy,

Tom?”

And I could hear myself replying
confidently and strongly, “I’ll find
myself here, Bud; I will!”

against the window.
As the vapor danced in its thin,
transparent plumes, I could hear
faintly above the pounding wheels
and talking people in the car, the
thrumming of a banjo. .
I saw the face of my great friend,
Buddy. He was smiling. He spoke
first:
thi, fom!

I answered happily,
“Where

“To

“Buddy!”

are you going?” he asked.

school—Emerson

College

in

Boston.”
“Still want to write, Tom?”
“Yes, Bud,” I replied seriously, “I
want to write about you and how
. quickly people forget.
I want to
write about the good and the bad
times we had together, the laughs’
and the heartaches, the talks and
the food, I want to write about
your banjo and how you serenaded
us, kept us happy in France and
Germany. I want to write about that

and much more. People forget too
easily and quickly.”
“You're not bitter are you, Tom?”
“No, Bud. T just can’t understand

why

people

forget,

that’s

BREAKERS
Barpara

There

are

the

D. Wirre

breakers

teasing

the

stones

As they dash on the sand with a roar,

But now they swing back with a pow-

erful grip
Grasping stones in their strainerlike
jaw.
Some of the stones and pebbles alike
Are lost in the frothy-green foam,
But other sea relics like star-fish and
snails
Rest safe in the deep of their home.

How about some letters
to the Editor? We want
your opinions about the
paper and the school. Just
put your comments in Box

1.

Let’s

hear

from

you!

all.”

The train raced onward. We talked
of lighter things:
“Let's see now,’ Buddy mused,

The

EMERSON

Supply

Shop

&

Bookstore

“we parted in 1945. You were nine-

Buy

teen

Textbooks
Pens
:

College Jewelry
College Stationery

Pencils
Erasers
Filler paper

Stickers
Sweat Shirts
Scotch tape

Notebooks
Ink

Banners
Playing Cards

then,

so

you

must

be

twenty-

CHARLIE MUN’S
LAUNDRY
Complete
88

Laundry

Service

Massachusetts

Avenue

your

supplies and

books

here

LOBBY BUILDING 126
Official Store for Veterans
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Junior Recital Success
Before Appreciative Group

the

very

capable

expression of character through the
physical. She should definitely
sider reading as a vocation.

con-

Miss Mary Ishkanian did not stand
in the spotlighted area and was
handicapped from the beginning of
her selection. After the audience
could see Miss Ishkanian, they loosned up and started to laugh. The
selection, a one-act play by H. H.
Munroe, received a fairly good response from that point on. If Mary

had cut the selection in some of the
less humorous spots, and also had a
more thorough understanding of her
character, she might have reflected

more confidence. At times the audience was confused as to which
character was speaking because positions and voices were not clearly
delineated.

James
Kept

Nolan

presented How

Mothers

Day,

written

We
by

Stephen Leacock.
Jimmy’s understanding of the subtleties and his
excellent talent for humor resulted
in fine entertainment.

He

well to study his facial
and

learn

brows.
at

times

how

He

to

control

distracted

by

using

would

do

expressions
his

eye-

the audience

his

eyebrows

punctuate and emphasize.

to

Jimmy is

most effective with his use of the
pause and the casual manner of tossing off a humorous line. Jim should
also take advantage of his very expressive hands and use them whenever possible.
There was not enough advanced

publicity

for

the

recital.

A

note

tacked on the Bulletin Board is easily

overlooked by the students.
ticipants, themselves,
tain there would be
the previous day.
A chairman to open
program would have

The par-

were not cera recital until

announcers

time

to

will emcee

Material

for

the

time

guest

the show.

Music

Survey

Program is being selected by Mr.
Oberle,
Emerson
instructor.
The
program is heard on WECB at 5:15
p-m., Thursdays.
The
technical
staff of WECB
would be interested to know whether
the tone quality and reception of the
station is satisfactory or if it can be
improved.
If the latter is true, we
would appreciate it if you girls at

“373” would contact either Forrest
Morgan or Brad Tiffany and inform
them of the fact. We will then do
our utmost to improve the situation.
WECB recently procured a piano
in its studios.

Debunks

Maxim

(Continued
mistakes

are

from page

made

erning bodies.

by

1)

student

gov-

For this reason they

tend to withhold complete delegation of authority. “We must inform
the public thaz student government is

a learning process,” he said.
Politics for politics’ sakes, too much
emphasis on disciplinary powers were
cited as additional pitfalls to prop-

erly functioning student self-government... The NSA: leader feels that

such factors too often interfere with
the legitimate functions of student
government—those of “serving the
people who make it up and representing them to the other groups with
whom those people must work and

live.”

Calling All Veterans

The Veterans Administration tells

us that many veterans received their
first
subsistence
allowance
check
about the first of November. Others
will get the initial check sometime
this month and by December 1, it

is expected that everyone will have
recewed this, trst: check.
lf. you
don’t, however, receive your check
by December 1, contact your VA

Regional

Office or the VA

contact

representative who periodically visits
school. Lack of complete informa-

of records by

the

you

then the students are justified in feeling that the recitals are not important
enough to require their attendance.

without having your subsistence allowance reduced. Any income over
this amount will be subtracted from
your subsistence. You may earn up

theatre on November 12 from eight
p-m. til twelve midnight. Prizes were
awarded for the most original cos-

tumes.

Helen Cullivan received the

grand _ prize.

pays up

tothe

can earn up to $135

a month

to $165 a month if you have one
dependent, and up to $170 if you
have more than one dependent. In
computing
your monthly
income,
you need not include your wife’s income or that occasional check from
home.
Should you, by chance, acquire a
dependent or additional dependents

the
on
At
VA
for

a period of 15 days, at which time
you will be taken off the subsistence
allowance rolls. If you cannot afford
to lose 15 days’ eligibility time, notify the VA at least 30 days before
the end of the semester that you do
not wish to take the leave. Your

training

status

is

not

interrupted

when you leave college for Christmas
and other vacations.
If you plan a complete change in
objective or plan to transfer to another institution, notify the VA well
in advance. You must first get clearance from them before making these
changes.
Should you terminate your training at any time before the end of the
school year, notify the VA immediately. Any subsistence allowance you
receive to which you are not en-

titled must be refunded.

Finally, if you change your mailing
address, advise the. VA. Government
checks can not be forwarded.
That’s it for now, vets. We'll be

back

in

news

and

another

issue

with

information

more

just for you.

Frat Honors
Song Star
Mr.

Laurence

star of “My

Brooks,

Romance,”

production, has become

member
nity.

of Alpha

Mr.

Brooks

singing

an honorary

Pi
is

a_

a Shubert
Theta

a

fater-

resident

of

Westbrook, Maine, the homeplace of
another great singer, Rudy Vallee.
In an informal speech to the Junior
Laboratory Theatre Group, he said,
“When I finished school, my one
desire was to attend Emerson, having learned of its existence through

a friend, Miss Theresa Phillips, an
alumna.”
Mr. Brooks has also appeared in
the Broadway hit, “Song of Norway.”

In

this

production,

he

played

the

leading role of Edward Grieg. Other
productions
included
“Showboat,”
Elie: Vagapond King
cand “Hit

the. Deck.
He will join the ranks of other
honorary members which include Dr.

Boylston Green, Dr. Richard Pierce,
Stanley Brown, Dr. S. J. McKinley,
Warren Steinkraus, Elmer M. Fisher,
Sherman
Feller, and Charles W.
Dudley, Jr.

Alpha Pi Theta
annual Slop Hop

recently held its
in the Emerson

Theatre.

of

keep

Get

this

choice
Mrs.

JEAN

JOHNSON

Mrs. Jean Johnson has returned to
Emerson after a year’s vacation, during which time she worked toward
her Ph.D. Born in a little town in
Minnesota called Walker, she then
moved to Wilbaux, Montana where

she completed

both grade and high

school.
One of Mrs. Johnson’s greatest in-

terests is music: she herself plays the
piano and sings. She attended Concordia College in Minnesota,

ing

to

major

in

music,

intend-

but

fate

twisted her course and she emerged
an English major.
Moving farther out West, she received her Master’s Degree at the
University of Oregon. While studying
for her M.A., she married. About this
time World War II was raging, so
with her husband, who was in the
Navy, she went to Florida.
The first step in her ascent up
north was to work in Washington,
D.C. for the Department of Agriculture. ‘Then she went to York, Penn-

proof

Emerson

neat.

sylvania

where

she

for

a first

production,

and

within the limitations of the technical facilities available, I thought

taught

English

that

the

cast

of each

performance

did a wholly adequate job of maintaining the tension necessary to unravel the tragic complications of Joe
Keller’s all too human inhumanity
and how it affected the lives of so
many others.
Aw.

SAC Organizes
to Get Rights
The students at Olivet College in
Olivet, Michigan have organized in
order to secure rights which they
feel are due to them. The fight began when one of their faculty members was unfairly ordered to resign.

The Student Action Committee then
requested

in

an

the Administration

impartial

academic

review the policies
of Olivet College.

to call

body

to

and procedures
They asked for

re-instatement of this teacher pending the final disposition of his case
by this board.
To implement

this

request

the

at York Junior College. Finally, in
order to work on her Ph.D. in English Literature at Boston University,
she came here. Her husband is also
working on his Ph.D. at Harvard.
Emerson College has thoroughly

SAC voted unanimously not to register until these conditions had been
met.

impressed Mrs. Johnson.

that should be gotten rid of by
“A dose of DDT.” He also charged

She noticed

mostly that a great percentage of the
student body is definitely interested
in reaching a certain goal, thereby
eliminating drifting. This determination to work helps a teacher greatly.

while in college, notify the VA immediately, submitting adequate proof
dependency.

but then again an entrance can be
too obvious and provoke a misleading reaction (as occurred when Lynn
Toney
first appeared
as George
Deever with his hat on.)
The play itself was an excellent

be reduced one day for every $2.10

Let’s all pitch in and help to keep
our school clean.
There are receptacles for cigarette stubs and for paper throughout the halls.
It’s just
as easy to throw your trash in them
as on the floor.
Think of the impression littered floors make on visitors and resolve to do your best to

the

that the speaker face the audience),

rate of

that the tuition charge is over
rate of $500.
You will continue to be carried
the payroll between semesters.
the end of the school year, the
will extend your training status

From

portant enough to require programs,

A costume ball, sponsored by the
Sophomore class, was given in the

VA

music.

The absence of printed or mimeographed programs is inexcusable. If
the faculty and administration do
not feel that these recitals are im-

There will be another recital soon
and when it comes let’s all be there!

dle

$500 a schooi year for established
tuition and regular fees. Anything
over that, you can either pay yourself or authorize the VA to pay it.
If you choose the latter, your period
of entitlement to free education wil!

VA Regional Office in your area from
the VA Regional Office where your
file originally was located, and other
factors may mean a delay in getting
your name on the subsistence allowance payroll.
If you have have no dependents,

cital a more professional atmosphere.

If your period of

entitlement runs out half-way or more
through a semester, the government
will carry you through to the end of
that semester.

“Music
at»Noon.”
The Emerson
Radio Service has extended its hours
by adding 30 minutes every Tuesday
and Thursday at 12:15 to its broadcast day. Brad Tiffany, WECB staff
announcer, will preside over these
sessions of uninterrupted recorded

tion, non-receipt
and close the
given the re-

mum of four years.

was by far

earlier performances. The people in
the back row should be made to realize the purpose of each entrance
as soon as possible (and this can be
done very simply by making sure

ve
s

for

service

ch
i

Miss Sanderson is also to be highly
commended

in the

Ar

the local stations.
Miss Joanne Sanderson received
and deserved a splendid applause for
an excellent reading of Columbine,
a one-act play written by Colin
Clements.
She evidenced a deep
understanding of her character as
well as a confident stage presence.

spent

ol
le
ge

as to listen to
broadcast over

you

C

and plays, as well
Emerson programs

suffered either from too much attention or too little intention in the

period

final performance

ing out of a great many of these little
details was concerned, particularly
in respect to stage entrances, which

29, 1947, plus one-year, up toa maxi-

WEGCB, blaring forth with the announcement
of a new _ program,

or an-

the most successful as far as the iron-

between September 16, 1940 and July

The gang in the “Snack Bar’ between the hours of 12:15 and 12:45
p-m. were no doubt pleased when
they heard the voice of Emerson,

by one means

education at government expense for

on

ing these recitals. The faculty is disgustingly negligent in its attendance
of such recitals.
It should not always be necessary
to be forced to listen to reading within the classroom. In a college which
specializes in Speech and Drama, it
is assumed that the students shall
willingly take advantage of every
opportunity to attend the recitals

correct them
other.
The

the

er
s

able experience gained from attend-

Noon Program
Now on WECB

Em

The first Junior Recital on October 21 proved to be a very profitable
hour for the readers as well as the
audience.
The audience was adequate but could have been larger.
The members of the student body
do not appear to appreciate the efforts of their classmates or the valu-

MEET THE FACULTY

to the VA as soon as possible, since
they increase allowances as of the
date the proof of the dependency is
established—not retroactively to the
date you actually acquired a dependent or notified the VA.
As you know, you’re entitled to

All My

Sons

Presented

Arthur Miller's
played to overflow

“All My
audiences

Sons”
at the

Drama

Workshop

after

initial

election

day

an_

performance

obtained

only “scattered returns.” Apparently,
in a theatre as small as the one we
have here at Emerson, the audience

has

almost

production

cast.

as much

effect

as do

efforts

the

on

the

of the

It was easy for your reviewer

to notice that different character portrayals obtained entirely different responses from the audiences at different performances, but I am somewhat at a loss whether to ascribe
this to the abilities of the cast or
to the general character of the audience.
The part of Kate Keller, for example, was performed by Rudy Litman, Lisa Goldstein and Adele Wentzell on successive evenings in such

complete

variations of character

as

to almost change the whole complexion of the play at each performance. Whether or not the cast really
attempted to project their characterization or simply played for the dialogue laughs probably depended as
much on the general maturity of the

audience

as it did on the personal-

ities of the performers or the influence of the character types they
had portrayed in other productions.
When laughs did occur out of place,
due to inadequate sound effects or
too obvious characterization, there
was an admirable attempt made to

At a convention address, the president of the college referred to the

demonstrating students as “Termites”
that the faculty constitution adopted
and approved by the faculty and
trustees last year was the result of
a subversive plot to seize control of
the college. Following this address,
the membership
of the SAC
increased to about one-third of the student body.
Through the efforts of the faculty,
the Administration invited the demonstrating students to register with
no punitive actions. The president
announced
that a commission on
college accreditation had been called
in. The Student Action Committee
voted to register on this basis.
At a later meeting the Administration announced several unsatisfactory
conditions and it was revealed that
the board called in by the Administration had no power over the issues
in dispute.
The SAC then adopted a two-fold
strategy. The bulk of its members
registered, thus placing themselves in
a position to mobilize student support and to lend support to whatever
faculty action might arise. The remainder of the SAC was to continue its activities outside of the
college.
Many of the students have taken
formal action by petitioning the Administration for its statement on the
issues at hand and a clarification of
the educational policy of the college.
The National Students Association
has been petitioned to conduct an investigation.
Attempts at arbitration of the dispute made by townspeople, the SAC

lawyer, and the American Civil Liberties Union were refused by the
president. Last week the Board of

Trustees met at the college and the
decisions

of

this

meeting

will

set

the stage for further action by the
faculty and

students.

